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 Building Energy Data Quality Assurance/Quality 
Control (QA/QC) Project 
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Motivation 
 Efficiently Manage Building Metering Data  
 
 Reduce Manual Work Load in Preparation 
Data files, Plotting and Documentation 
 
 Limit Errors due to Manual Operation 
 
 Improve Compatibility when the Changes in 
Energy Data Metering Occurred 
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Building Energy Data QA/QC Project 
 150 Campus Buildings (~500 Meters), Total Area ~ 15 Million 
 
 Hourly Consumption Data for Monthly Analysis 
 
 Verify the Monthly Consumption for Billing Purpose 
 
 Data Screening Methodology – “Energy Balance” 
 
 Estimation of Missing/Unreliable Data  by Developed Models 
 
 Documentation of Analysis/Data/Plots 
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Data Screening:  
Energy Balance Methodology  
  Assuming that there is not significant thermal energy storage 
in the building  
 
 

































































































Independence of the energy 
balance load on secondary 
systems 
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High envelope UA 
Low VOA 
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Model Development 
 
“Change Point Regression” tool (CPReg) is a tool for determining the statistical 
parameters of SLR, 3P-CP, 4P-CP, and Mean models. 
CPReg 
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TAMU Data QC/QA- Tool 
 Data Processing for TAMU Buildings 
  Functions: 
 Separation and preparation of data files 
 Generation of plots 
 Detection and filling-in the missing data 
 Update and documentation of daily data files 
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missing data Table 
Individual data files for 
recently analysis month  
Organized data files 












Tables, Plots generation  
Module 2 
PreProcess Data 
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Input –Models Information 
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Data Processing Tool-  Screen II 
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in 13 month  
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Output I- Tables 
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Output II-Time Series Plot 
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Output III-  
Monthly Energy Balance Plot 
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Output-IV  
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Summary 
 Apply the Energy Balance methodology in building 
consumption data quality control 
 
 Develop tool for analysis of consumption data 
 Generate individual data file (Hourly, daily monthly) for analysis 
from a file including hourly metering data 
 Automatic fill-in missing daily data based on the developed 
models 
 Generate times series and energy balance plots for analysis 
 Document the historical daily data 
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